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Racism solutions proposed
by Amy Burkett
staff reporter

Several organizations gathered to pool its resources
toward fighting the problem of
racism on campus last night at
a forum on Racism and Minority Enrollment.
The forum was sponsored by
the Undergraduate Student
Government. Sherri Houston,
USG minority affairs and human relations coordinator,
said the purpose of the forum
was to "establish concrete
ideas to be brought to students,
faculty and the Board of
Trustees' attention so we can
open path ways to achieving

"Racism is a form of ignorance and can
be corrected only by education."
-Frank Castro, Latino Student Union
our desired goals."
Ken Butler, vice president of
the Black Student Union, said
more activities on campus will
help both retention and recruitment of minority students.
In recruitment, he said minority recruiters should let
prospective students know that
it isn't all "peaches and
cream."
To combat racism, Butler
said more open discussion is
needed on the subject, and

there needs to be a continued
push for the multicultural
course requirement.
"It is needed now, not three
to five years from now," he
said.
The Latino Student Union
also pushed for the multicultural course requirement.
Frank Castro, LSU president, said, "Racism is a form
of ignorance and can be corrected only by education."
D See Racism, page 8.

CISG: education is key
by Julie Wallace
copy editor

The first step in fighting the racism and minority enrollment problems is to educate students about the issues, Dave Robinson, Undergraduate Student Government president said
last night.
At the Racism and Minority Enrollment
forum, Robinson cited specific ways to educate
the campus society about the problems minorites face in order to reach the "ultimate goal —
the abolishment of discrimination at BGSU."

BG News/Mike McCune
Peter Ogbuji speaks about what the Progressive Student Organization is doing to combat racism on campus.

The forum, sponsored by USG, was organized
to establish concrete methods of handling the
problems of low minority enrollment and racism on campus.
One method, he said, is to take immediate action toward making a cultural diversity course
a requirement at the University.
Karl Vogt, vice president of University operations, said USG is contradicting itself by voting
against student fee increases, and at the same

time requesting the addition of programs, such
as the cultural diversity course.
"You cannot have the programs you are asking for without additional money," Vogt said.
"By voting against the tuition increase, you
(USG) are unwilling to support programs to enhance the University."
In response, Robinson said the University
needs to ''prioritize the budget" to include these
programs.
"It's the opinion of the students that adequate
funds exist at the University to provide the programming students want," he said. "The interests of the students need to be first."
Education efforts on the issues can also be extended to the required English proficiency
examinations, Robinson said.
The exam for this year, he said, should center
around racism and its effects on society.
Robinson said he is concerned that efforts to
fight the issues are divided at the University.
"There are so many groups on campus working on the same issue," ne said. "There needs to
be a way to get together to take care of the issues as one group.

North's
accounts
studied
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former National Security Council
aide, I.t. Col. Oliver North, met
yesterday with prosecutors investigating the Iran-contra affair at the U.S. Courthouse,
where a grand jury probing the
case also was|
meeting.
North, who I •
is under in-' f
vestigation for ,
organizing the
sale of U.S.
arms to Iran
and the diversion of
profits to Ni-_
caraguan re North
bels, met in a room next to the
grand jury with his defense lawyers and associates of independent counsel, Lawrence Walsh.
North later stood outside the
grand jury room, but there was
no indication that he had given
testimony in the closed proceeding.
North, who wore his Marine
uniform, had been fighting a
subpoena issued by Walsh's office earlier this year seeking a
sample of his handwriting. After
a series of court challenges to
Walsh's prosecutorial authority,
the federal appeals court here
upheld the validity of the subpoena.
North's lawyers, however,
had indicated they would file an
appeal to the Supreme Court.
North's appearance at the
U.S. Courthouse came a day
after Swiss authorities turned
over more than 2,000 pages of
bank records of accounts controlled by North and others involved in the transactions being
investigated by Walsh.

Grad housing Parking problem denied
poll held over
Olscamp's home
until January
reveals hobbies
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter

A graduate student survey
concerning housing will not be
finished and sent out until Jan. 1,
1988, said Larry Jones, president of the Graduate Student
Senate.
The executive officers of GSS
said at its last meeting, Oct. 9,
they would
have a survey
drawn up to be
approved by
GSS at the
Nov. 13 meeting. The first
deadline was
set in response
to GSS's complaints and
comments Jonea
about the lack of graduate student housing on campus.
"It won't be done because
(University) President (Paul)
Olscamp wants us to do an extremely good job," Jones
said."we don't just want to
throw something together."
Olscamp said if GSS does a serious and thorough job with the
survey and it gets a good response from graduate students,
he will make a recommendation
for graduate housing on or near
pus, Jones said,
campu!
(Olscamp) said
ai that if the
survey provesi that there
■"
is significant desire for graduate student housing, he would be will-

ing to make a specific recommendation," Jones said. "He's
going to study a number of
things; it (housing) may not be
necessarily on campus.
A graduate housing complex
may be set up by the football
stadium around 1-75, Jones said.
He said it is not a far distance
for graduate students because
most of them drive to campus
and there would be parking
around the complex.
"That was the only place he
(Olscamp) thought would be
feasible, Jones said.
The completed surveys, results and reports will first be
submitted to Olscamp and then
to other groups that are concerned about or would be affected
by graduate student housing —
the faculty senate, student affairs and the graduate college,
Jones said.
To get to this finished product,
Jones said GSS is approaching
faculty members to help with
the survey research and statistics involved.
"We're seeking assistance
from faculty members who have
background in research techniques," he said.
Jones said some members of
GSS will probably not be pleased
with the delayed deadline, since
the consensus at the last meeting was to do something about
the lack of housing and to do it
now.

Thursday
DBe prepared for the 'Invasion of the
Parents,' see story page 3.
G Voter turnout among students declines slightly, see story page 3.
□ Progressive Student Organization
fights racism as it urges for divestment,
see story page 4.
DPalmo gains 100th win in BG's 4-1
victory over Miami.

□ See Housing, page 5.

University President Paul
Olscamp denied there was a
parking problem on campus
during a student breakfast at nis
home yesterday.
"We don't have a parking
problem — we have a walking
problem," he said, noting the
parking lots near the football
stadium are
"never full."
He also said
although 240
faculty parking spaces
were added
this year, faculty are also
complaining
about a parking problem.

The breakfast, sponsored by
the University Activities Organization, allowed six students,
chosen in a random drawing, to
air their complaints, ask their
Suestions and see the presient's home.
Olscamp promised to look into
commuter students being able to
park in lots for on-campus students, such as Lot 6 by the football stadium, after Ruth Nekoranec, an off-campus student,
said she could not park in Lot 6
without being ticketed.
When asked where he parked,
Olscamp said he had a private
Sace outside his office in
cFall Center which, as president, he believed was justified.
"I'm in and out of my office
for meetings all day," he said.
Amy Link, junior IPCO major,
asked Olscamp what was being
done about closed classes into
which students could not enroll.

Olscamp said the size of the
faculty would remain "basically
the same" because of a combination of the student enrollment
ceiling and the subsidy received
by the state.
Therefore, class demands
were being met by reallocating
positions and advance planning,
such as the on-line registration
process, to be operable by
spring 1989, he said. Also, parttune faculty can sometimes be
added where needed.
He added, when possible, allowances are made for seniors
closed out of classes they need
for graduation.
Olscamp also talked about the
possibility of building a convocation center which would house
a 10,000 seat amphitheater with
a basketball court/ice arena as
well as faculty offices and town
meeting rooms.
Olscamp said such a project
would cost $42-60 million and
would be the biggest construction project the University has
undertaken.
"I would be satisfied if. during
my term in office, I could get the
funding for the project together,
which would be a very complex
process," he said.
If the Board of Trustees approves the building of the convocation center at a spring meeting, it would take at least two
years to get funding together,
and another three years hefore
the building would go up, he
said.
The convocation center would
be built north of the Student Recreation Center, in the area before Poe Road.
Memorial Hall would then be
remodeled, Olscamp said, and
be used for classes and as a
small amphitheater.
Lisa Collet, chair of the con-

by Judy Immel
Hafi reporter
The student breakfast at University President Paul CHsI'S home yesterday showed his "human side," students atThe University President's home, 625 Hilkrest Drive, was
bought by the University during University President William
Jerome's tenure, Olscamp said, and was added onto by Jerome.
The Olscamps entertain over 3,000 people a year at the
bouse, he said.
A swimming pool, platform tennis courts and a gazebo fill
the back yard. Inside the bouse, the decorations reflect the
Olscamps' interests. Ruth Olscamp is the coordinator of the
University's speech and hearing clinic and is working on a doctoral degree.
Olscamp Is proud of an extensive art collection, and many
paintings, most done by friends or University students, he said.
Blithe walls of the house.
A large model airplane hangs on the wall in the dining room.
Olscamp has been a pilot since 1955 and' flies whenever possible." he said.
Sailing is another Otacamp hobby cucpiayed on the wall. The
chart be and Ms wife used to sail from Washington State to
Hawaii hangs fa the living room, paintings of sallboata decorate the house. Olscamp commissioned a painting of his own
sailboat to be done as wefi.
See Olscamp, page 5.
temporary issues committee,
said UAO started the breakfast
program in 1985 because "the
President doesn't seem to be as
available as some students
would like him to be."
Lisa Zollins, sophomore business pre-la w major, said she entered130 ballots In the drawing.
"I've never met him (Ols-

camp) before and I didn't want
to go through four years of
school without meeting him personally," she said.
Nekoranec, junior RTVF
major, said the breakfast
showed Olscamp's "human
side."
"I thought he was very open
and friendly," she said.

News in Brief
(

'Wheel of Fortune'
fouls up phones

i

BELLEVUE, Pa. (AP) — "Wheel of Fortune"
personalities Vanna White and Pat Sa jak proved to.
be too much for a telephone switching center serving 20,000 suburban Pittsburgh residents.
Television station WPXI-TV, which carries the
game show in Pittsburgh, offered auditions for the
show to the first 100 callers and hired a service that
had only seven phone lines available to handle the
calls.
"We're estimating that in less than 90 minutes,
between 75,000 and 100,000 attempts were made,

Bell of Pennsylvania spokesman Noah Halper said
Tuesday.
"It completely fouled up the Bellevue office, so
the 20,000 people served by that office weren't getting through and people calling to Bellevue were
also getting blocked,''he said.
WPXI planned to continue the promotion
through the week, and after learning of Monday's
trouble Bell technicians installed safeguards to
prevent another overload, Halper said.

Editorial
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Implement ideas
Talk. Everybody loves to talk.
But now it's time to do something.
The Undergraduate Student Government last
night sponsored a forum which was supposed to develop concrete ideas" to combat racism and to
improve minority enrollment and retainment.
A few very good ideas were presented at the
forum.
Some of them are going to be tough to implement.
It will not be easy to speed up the cultural diversity
course requirement. That will involve committees,
bureaucracy and the never-present money.
But there are some good ideas that can be implemented today — that can be accomplished without a lot of money and bureaucracy. There's only
one catch. They require involvement.
One solution offered was for greater interaction
between Black Greek Council and Inter-fraternity
Council. This will take individual fraternities and
fraternity members, both black and white, approaching the others, going to the meetings. Thars
where it starts.
Someone suggested that the University Activities
Organization needs to sponsor more activities
oriented toward black students. They do. And more
black students need to get involved with UAO to
give them suggestions about activities.
The Dry Dock is always looking for sponsors.
Maybe a minority organization anda predominantly white organization could co-sponsor an evening
at the Dry Dock. When people get together socially
they can more easily understand the viewpoints of
others, and more importantly, they can see the
similarities in each other.
These ideas won't solve all the problems — not by
a long shot. But it's got to start somewhere. Talk
won't do it, but by interacting, even a little, things
can get better.

Did you ever notice...?
Miscellaneous
By Mike
Doherty

In lieu of a real column this
week, I thought it would be a
nice idea —and much less time
consuming, in terms of the effort
a really coherent piece of journalism would require — to take
a few minutes to share with the
world some Really Pointless
Observations About Human
Nature.
For instance, have you ever
noticed that we walk the same
way we drive? No, I don't mean
that we go as fast as we can until
we see a cop; I just mean that
somehow, the arbitrary rules we
have set up for road etiquette
have become so ingrained in our
psyches that we can't help but

I read with appreciation Barb
Weadock's article in The BG
News ("Classics highlighted:
Gish group promotes film notoriety, awareness," Nov. 4), and
with the exception of the opening
clause I find that the article is
accurate. While it is true that
Dorothy Gish's film career ended with her death in 1968, Lillian Gish's career can hardly be
described as having "come to an
end." Her latest film, "The
Whales of August" opened on
both coasts on her birthday on
Oct. 14 and will be released
nationally in mid-November.
Critics have already hailed the
film as "a cinema event" and
have also remarked that "Lillian Gish is wonderful. Oscar
talk is in the air, and she may be
the oldest actress ever to grab
the gold; Lillian Gish is luminous.
Lillian Gish is indeed a working legendary film actress.
Ralph H.Wolfe
Curator, Gish Film Theater

Course choice advice
damaging to student
Upon my arrival at BGSU late
July, I was directed to the PreMa jor Advising office for help in
deciding my schedule for fall
semester, when I told the adviser I wanted to take Computer
Science 100,1 was informed the
course only had a few spaces left
and it was probable that I could
not get one. The adviser told me
I could take Math 095, since I
hadn't had a math course in over
a year. I was then told that Math
095 was a closed course, but the
adviser could squeeze me in.
Unfortunately, I said 'yes' without consulting my undergraduate catalog first. When I did
read the course description for
Math 095, I found out it was a
five-hour course, which is

graded S/No Record. It also had
an additional fee and does not
count towards any degree program. Obviously, I found it upsetting and extremely odd thai I
could not take the course I wanted (which was still open), but
there was a spot for me in a
closed course that happened to
have an additional fee. Enraged,
I asked a junior friend what I
should do. His advised going to
drop/add and trying to get in
Computer Science 100. Fitting
time in between classes, sleeping, eating and homework, I
spent seven hours at drop/add
without getting to the front.
Here I was with this math
course I didn't want or need for
any requirement. I thought of
trying to withdraw/pass after
the first test, but dropping a
five-hour course would put me at
part-time student status. I went
to the class with a highly visible
negative attitude. The teacher
seemed nice, though, so I decided to stick it out. Since then,
my teacher has given his duties
to student teachers and my class
receives a new teacher every
three weeks. It seems that once I
get used to the methods of a
teacher, a new one comes in.
Besides this constant change,
approximately six to eight sections of math are taught per
week with a test about every
nine days. If I get lower than an
80 percent on a test, I must retake it (I must admit that this
aspect is completely different
from 100 level courses and is in
favor of the student). I must also
spend at least one hour per week
in the math lab. Basically, I feel
cheated out of money, time and
sanity due to this unwanted
course. By voicing my opinion, I
am fully ready to hear any
comments from the math department my math teachers
and the P.M.A. office. Just put
this down as another victim
swallowed up by the system.
Shelly McCoy
147 Compton Hall
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First of all, it seemed as if
everywhere a body went, that
was the question foremost in
everyone's mind. "Hey, is today
the day we get the extra hour? I
don't know, call Factline. I think
it is. Boy. I hope so — I could really use the extra sleep."
Do you think we might be a society obsessed with time and
punctuality? Well, maybe not
punctuality, but time? And perhaps, at least for the average
college student, with deadlines?
So we all planned various uses
for that blessed extra hour,
whether it be catching up on
sleep or extended studying for
an ensuing exam.
Now, it s time to 'fess up: of
those who planned on the extra
sleep, how many of you actually
stayed up later, rationalizing
that you now had a viable means
of catching up?
And for those of you who
planned to use that free 60
minutes for study — how many
of you actually put off any and
all studying 'til even later,
rationalizing that you could
crack the books "in just a little

B

while," since you had an extra
hour?
Isn't it odd that, given an
extra hour to do things, we are
prone to fall even further behind?
That's really all I have to say
— two pretty oblique comments
on the oddities of this wild and
wacky existence we all lead as
crew members on Spaceship
Earth. (See, there's this contest
in which entrants are challenged
to use a really terrible cliche in
print. Personally, I think that
last line has a pretty good shot at
winning.)
Like I said at the outset, the
very gist of this article is Really
Pointless. In conclusion, let me
just misquote the late President
Teddy Roosevelt, in a vain attempt to tie all this together:
"Walk slowly and carry an accurate watch."
Doherty, a senior English
major from Bowling Green, is a
columnist for The News, and in
pretty desperate need of a good
night's sleep.

Cable will 'hang' Ginsburg
By Mike
Royko

Letters
Lillian Gish's career
not ended by death

follow them even when we walk.
Take a look at yourself next
time you're walking along a
crowded sidewalk, which side
are you on? The right. When you
pass someone in front of you,
which side do you pass on? The
left.
In Europe (writes the columnist, trying to convince
everyone he s a world-traveler),
where cars use the left side of
the road, pedestrians do the
same on the sidewalks; both
also pass on the right. An American over there quickly becomes
disoriented.
No wonder the French hate us.
Not only do we mangle their
language, we're constantly
mashing into them on their
sidewalks.
So some time today, try walking on the left side of a sidewalk.
It's a great way to meet people
— whether they want to "run
into you" or not.
On a somewhat different note,
I was genuinely struck by the
recent annual arrival of "set
your clocks back an hour" day
(is there an official name for
that?) last week.

President Reagan better get
out his tattered list of conservative lawyers again. It looks like
Douglas Ginsburg isn't likely to
make it to the Supreme Court.
Despite his reputation for brilliance, Ginsburg did something
one might expect of a Chicago
alderman, but not a former
Harvard law professor.
While he was working for the
Justice Department a few years
ago, Ginsburg personally handled a Supreme Court case that
expanded the rights — and the
profit potential — of the cable
TV industry.
He was quite proud of this achievement. In fact, when he
was nominated for the U.S.
Court of Appeals, where he now
sits, he listed that cable TV case
as one of the 10 most important
that he handled while the top anti-trust lawyer at the Justice
Department.
But now it has come out that at
the same time he helped win this
victory for the cable industry, he
owned a sizable chunk of stock
in a cable TV company.
And even though his company
wasn't the one involved in the
case, what he did is considered a
definite no-no.
A Justice Department lawyer,
or any other federal official, is
required to avoid even the sli-

Respond
77ie BG News editorial
Eiage is your campus
orum.
You don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. TTie News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed in letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
200-300 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone, for
verification, must be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
7?»e News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
IV BG News
Ml West Hall

ghtest appearance of conflict of
interest. If there is even a hint of
something being less than proper, it's supposed to be booted upstairs to the department's ethics
office for a decision.
But according to the Associated Press, which broke this
story, Ginsburg didn't mention
his stock ownership to his superiors or ask for a ruling on the
propriety of his being involved
in the cable case.
Because the company in
which he owned stock wasn't the
company involved in the Supreme Court case, Ginsburg
didn't directly violate any conflict of interest laws.
But because the Supreme
Court's ruling benefited the industry in general, it can be presumed that it benefits Ginsburg's position as a stockholder
in a cable company.
A spokesman for Ginsburg
said that Ginsburg decided on
his own that there was nothing
improper in what he did. But
when those senators start taking
their shots at him, he's going to
have to come up with answers
that are more pervasive than
that.
I'm sure they'll ask:

"Judge Ginsburg, your stock
in that cable company is worth
how much? About $140,000? And
you've been getting as much as
$15,000 a year in dividends?
"Then tell me, judge, didn't it
occur to you that the reason the
cable industry was delighted by
the case you helped them win
was because the victory would
make their industry more
profitable?
"And didn't it occur to you
that as the owner of a handsome
Eiece of stock, you could be
enefiting from this legal
triumph of yours? That your
stock could increase in value?
That your dividend checks could
get bigger? That, simply stated,
it would put more cash in your
pocket?
"I mean, you're a bright
young man, judge, so didn't you
learn about avoiding even the
appearance, the slightest hint,
of conflict of interest while you
were studying law, or while you
were teaching law, or by reading the rules and regulations of
the Justice Department?"
Maybe Ginsburg will come up
with answers that will satisfy
the senators, but I doubt it. If

they could knock out Judge
Robert Bork for one basic
reason, his conservative views,
what will they do to someone
who has the same views plus this
stock deal in his background.
It was difficult for anyone but
a legal scholar to understand
much of what the Bork flap was
about.
But it doesn't take a legal
egghead to see that the kindest
thing that can be said of Ginsburg's cable stock ownership is
that it had a slightly rancid odor.
There's an old backwoods saying that goes this way: "You can
take the boy out of the country,
but you can't take the country
out of the boy."
Ginsburg was born and reared
in Chicago, where we have a
long history of fascinating financial dealings by our politicians.
So I suppose we can now say:
"You can take a guy out of Chicago, but you can't take Chicago
out of his business instincts."
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.
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by Barb Weadock
reporter
It's crunch time. Term
papers, tests and classes are
coming to a head, and the end
seems to be out of sight.
This weekend, the Mileti
Alumni Center will give students
a chance to break the academic
tension and enjoy a day with
their parents.
Saturday will be the 12th annual Parent's Day and will allow
students and parents to spend
time together and roam the
campus.
Saturday morning, there will
be college receptions at various
locations on campus.
"What we do is give the parents a chance to meet all the
deans and professors in the college their children are in,"
Larry Weiss, associate vice
president of Alumni Affairs and
Alumni and Development, said.
"The second thing (on the
agenda) for Parent's Day is the
football game in the afternoon,
and then the show on Saturday
night," Weiss said.
The Falcons will play Kent
State University in Doyt L.
Perry Stadium. Reserved and
general admission tickets will
be available Saturday at the
Sate. The University Activites
rganization will announce the
winner of the Parent of the Year
contest at the game.

Rich Little, in his second appearance at the University, will
be the main attraction at the
Parent's Day show. The show is
the ninth sell-out in the history of
Parent's Day, and it had the earliest sell-out date, Weiss said.
Because Bowling Green is not
a large city and many entertainers have large fees, it is
sometimes a problem getting
them on campus, he added.
"Not being a big city, if we can
at least achieve an attitude of
caring, we can offer that," he
said. "That's why we go out of
our way to make them feel at
home here."
Traditionally, the show is
opened with student entertainment. Weiss said, and this year
the barbershop quartet "The
Best Medicine' will be opening
for Little. Members are Russ
Maher III, Jay Edwards, Paul
Swiergosz and Jonathan Bell.
"This is nice for a couple of
reasons. It shows student entertainment, it gets other jobs for
the students with entertainers,
and it gives the students a
chance to perform in front of a
large crowd," Weiss said.
He said the day gives parents
a chance to see the University as
a whole.
"The number one thing is we're trying to get the parents back
to campus. We feel it's important to keep the parents in touch
with the University," he said.

BG News/Rob Upton

On campus voters turned out at the Northeast Commons Tuesday to vote for their 1st Ward candidates.

Fewer students vote in '87
About 5 percent of the on-campus students who registered went to the polls and
voted Tuesday, Rachael Graham, an employee of the wood County Board of Elections, said.
Of the 3,960 students who are registered
to vote, 207 actually voted, Graham said,
compared to 211 on-campus students voting last year.
She said there is no way to tell how many

off-campus students voted because "we
don't differentiate students from anyone
else."
Graham said compared to 1985's turnout, this year shows a marked improvement.
"In 1985, of the 3,000-plus registered students only 56 voted on election day," she
said. "Next year is a presidential election
year, and a lot more people should come

out and vote."
In the mayoral race in the University
precinct Republican Edwin Miller
received 119 on-campus student votes, and
Democrat Patrick Ng received 77. For the
Democratic councilman-at-large, Thomas
Anderson received 64 votes and Pearl
Wotschak received 123 votes. 1st Ward ReBublican Don Pond received 165 votes and
emocrat James Davidson received 40.
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PSO active on issues
by Jackie Jackson
staff reporter

The Progressive Student Organization (PSO) is not just interested in divestment, according to its members.
'Divestment is a main focus
of ours because it is connected
with racism and we are against
racism," PSO member Richelle
Frabotta, junior interpersonal
and public communications
major, said.
PSO members will be addressing other interests including
Third World student struggles,
women's liberation, gay and
lesbian lifestyles and anti-war
movements when it attends the
Progressive Student Network
Conference at Kent State University Nov. 14-15.
The PSN is hosting the conference at Kent to commemorate
the 17th anniversary of its found-

"I've read many articles that
have downplayed student
activism as being 'here today,
gone tomorrow,' but this just
Isn't so."
-Richelle Frabotta, PSO
ing and the 1970 shootings at
KSTJ and Jackson State University.
Frabotta said the PSO needs
to establish communication between student activists involved
in different movements from
different areas.
She also said the student
movement is not temporary.
"I've read many articles that
have downplayed student activism as being 'here today, gone
tomorrow,' but this just Isn't
so," she said. "Being active is

not something that you lose after
Sactuation. What I've learned
rough being in PSO will follow
me wherever I go.
"It's not like I will carry banners wherever I go," she said.
"It's the experiences that will
stay with me and shine from me
for the rest of my life."
The conference will be a good
chance for her to unite with
other PSO members from
around the state and from
Kces as far as El Salvador and
Philippines, she said.

Coffee hours give insight
every Monday and Thursday 2-3 p.m.
"It's just an informal time for administrators
and students to talk, giving them (the students) a
chance to ask questions," Sue Witschi, COCO adviser, said.
World Student Association (WSA) has coffee
hours, also on Mondays and Thursdays 2:30-4:30
p.m., featuring speakers, but with a different goal
in mind.
"We're trying to promote cross-cultural communication'' Lisa Rudd, adviser of WSA, said.
"It's a combination of an educational, cultural and
social program."

by Beth Church
reporter

An hour of drinking coffee?
Though that is a part of the increasingly popular
"coffee hours" programs on campus, sponsors of
them said much more can be discovered.
Generally speaking, a coffee hour is a set time
and place each week where students and faculty
can talk, relax, have something to eat, and sometimes listen to an informative speaker.
Every Wednesday from 2-4 p.m., the German
Club sponsors coffee hours, nicknamed "Cafe
Shatzel," because of its location in the lobby of
ShatzelHall.
"It's a little bit of Germany in BG," Rebecca
Marker, vice president of German Club, said.
She said German and Austrian pastries are served in a cafe-like atmosphere, with German music
playing in the background. Students and professors can meet and talk, sometimes in German, and
get a feeling for the "Old Country."
Often speakers are the focus of the programs.
Campus administrators have been invited to speak
at the coffee hours sponsored by the Commuter
Off-Campus Organization (COCO). These are held

Speakers' topics range from popular culture to
the cultures of many foreign countries. Ethnic
foods and the theme of a different culture each
meeting also help to educate interested students.
Each group has gotten fairly good turnout for
their coffee hours.
Rudd said, "Our numbers range from 25 to 80.
But usually it averages at about 35."
Witschi said, "It depends on the time of the
semester. When tests come, the turnout isn't so
good."
"I think a lot of people enjoy it. We want everyone to feel welcome," Marker said.

High Rise
Rudolph Libbe Inc. workers, Tom Sullivan and Jan Jacobs assemble tarps around a scaffolding in order to
catch falling debris at the Student Services Building. Suite 450 and 460 underwent remodeling yesterday.
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Cancer society honors nurse
by Elizabeth Klmes
reporter

Barbara Hoffman never
thought her occasional volunteer work for the Henry
County American Cancer Society would lead to her being
named the "Ohio Nurse of Hope
1987-1988."
Yet on Sept. 27, Hoffman, an
obstetrics and gynecology nurse
Bractitioner at the Student
ealth Center, was awarded the
honor by the American Cancer
Society.
The Nurse of Hope Program
was established in 1975 to aid in
cancer control through preventative education.
"Basically I will be serving in
a public relations capacity for
the American Cancer Society
and hopefully for nursing as
well," Hoffman said.
Chosen for her ability to
communicate, her professionalism and sincerity of concern,
Hoffman sees her role as a preventive one.
"I am trying to keep the cancer numbers down 10 to 20 years
from now," she said.
Hoffman has never directly
taken care of a cancer patient.
Her prior work with the Henry
County Cancer Society mainly
consisted of administering physical exams during pap clinics
held four times a year. The pap
clinics are given to help detect
uterine cancer in menopausalage women.
"I think the thing that shocks

Housing
a Continued from page 1.
"There will probably be some
who will be unhappy about the
delay, but I think they'll be the
minority," he said. "I'm not really worried about that."
Jones said the delay in getting
the survey does not bother him
because something will be done,
but it will take some time.
He added Olscamp had a lot to
do with the thing finally starting

Olscamp

Barbara Hoffman
Eople the most is the fact that I
ve never worked with cancer
patients," she said. "Even the
people I've met at cancer society meetings ask what hospitals
I have worked at and what type
of patients I've worked with.'*
Vet Hoffman's work at the
Health Center has allowed her to
play an educational role in the
prevention of cancer.
"Through the Health Center I
am teaching women now to give
themselves breast examinations
and the importance of yearly
pap smears," she said. "I'm
teaching men about testicular
cancer. I'm teaching skin can-

BG News/Michelle Thomewell
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WRESTLING

Over 50 percent of the nurses
recruited through the program
remain active in the American
Cancer Society as long-term
volunteers.
Hoffman said her husband is
already anticipating her further
involvement.
"You are not done when your
year runs out though. You get
hooked," she said. "My husband
told me he realizes this isn't going to be over in one year. I hope
to always be involved somehow."
JN4
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DR. EVA C KEULS

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
WRESTLING CLUB
- ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING -

THURSDAY
4:30 SRC MAIN LEVEL LOUNGE
Competition lined up with more to come
For more into, coll Jeff Johnson at 353-7020

November 10.1987
10:3OA.M.
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BACKPACKING
TRIP
Hiking in Pinckney Recreation Area.
November 13-I5th. We will leave the
13th at 3:30 p.m. and arrive back Sunday, 15th at 4:30 p.m. The cost is
$25.00 with three meals provided and
equipment from UAO outing center.
We will be hiking 17 miles, experience
is necessary. Please sign up in the
UAO office 3rd floor Union from November 4th through November 12th.

KICK-OFF AT 1:30

BGSO
fPXCONs

THIS SATURDAY PERRY FIELD

PARENT'S DAY '87

a Continued from page 1.
Olscamp is also enthusiastic about skiing, while collecting hats is
another one of his hobbies. He admitted he is a coffee addict and carried a full mug with him which declared, "Home is where you can
scratch it where it itches."
The President said his life is dictated by a calendar. "The book
says I go here today," he said jokingly. At one period during his second year in office, he attended events for 47 consecutive nights.
"People don't understand that I'm not an elected official. My primary job is not to behave like a politician, but to run a $180 million a
year corporation, which takes time," he said.
Olscamp, 50, said he did not want to spend the rest of his working
life as an administrator.
"I want to go back to the classroom — teaching makes me happiest," he said. Olscamp is a philosophy professor and has written
Four books on the topic.
Currently, he is slowly" working on a book about administrative
matters from a philosophical view. In the future, he would like to try
publishing a volume of poetry and writing fiction, "just to see if I can
do it," he said.

minute video that will promote
the program to other nurses.

cer prevention and the risks of
smoking."
Hoffman said she enjoys
working at the Health Center
because it gives her the opportunity to educate.
"I like working with healthy
people and being able to keep
someone healthy," she said.
"You have the chance to teach
something to someone that they
might not have known about."
Hoffman will serve as the "Ohio Nurse of Hope" until October
1988. Her duties will consist
mainly of public educating and
attending annual meetings. She
will also be featured in a fiven

to move because they now understand each other's positions.
"I think that in the beginning
we had communication problems," Jones said. "I understand his position, and I better
understand his concerns."
As for predicting the results of
the surveys, Jones said he will
keep an open mind.
"I don't know what the results
of the survey will show," he
said. "I don't have any preconceived ideas about how it will
turn out."

Thf ■ ^i" . ■ of Art
Cfcp*rrM>*->t if English

THESIS.
WE DELIVER.
You've survived monihs of labor pains.
And you've produced a beautiful,
healthy thesis. Now breathe easy and let
Kinko's reproduce your brain-child with
speed, efficiency and plenty' of TLC.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people.
113 Railroad St

354-3977
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Group focuses on service
by Debbie Rogers
staff reporter

Service to the campus, community, nation and its members
is Alpha Phi Omega's number
one goal, Jerome Gordon, president of the fraternity, said.
Gordon said the coed fraternity was founded on the principles of the Boy Scouts and is a
continuation of the Eagle Scouts
from high school.
"It was based on the three
principles of being a leader, being a friend and being of service," he said. "Everything is
centered around service."
Some fundraising activities
that Alpha Phi Omega always
participates in are recycling
cans and helping out with the
blood drive, Gordon said.
Gordon said the fraternity is

Alpha Phi Omega strategy
based on Boy Scout principle
always open to new ideas and
suggestions for fundraisers.
'^ve're still in the planning
process, especially tor the
spring," he said.
One activity Gordon said he
was especially proud of was
"Wheelins for Wood Lane." He
said the fraternity raised MOO
from the project.
"All of the money is going to
go to Wood Lane for the Special
Olympics," he said.
Gordon told city council on
Oct. 19 of its wish to serve the
city. Alpha Phi Omega contacted Mayor Bruce Bellard to get
his opinion on how to serve the
local community.
"We needed a contact with the
community; that is an aspect

that we really haven't hit in the
past," Gordon said. "I wanted to
talk to the big-wig and he
seemed like the best person to
talk to."
Gordon said Bellard suggested talking to council.
Gordon received a call the day
after the city council meeting
from Woodlane School, 11160 E.
Gypsy Lane FtrJ about helping
out with their Christmas party
because an article in the Sentinel-Tribiwementioned Alpha
Phi Omega wanted to help the
community in any way they
could.
This fraternity's constant dedication to service is what separates them from other fraternities on campus, Gordon said.

"Most of the fraternities and
sororities get together for one
big event," he said. "A lot of the
time we do small events that
aren't even noticed."
Some of the fundraising
events by other fraternities and
sororities on campus, Gordon
Klnted out, were the mud tug,
; bathtub race and the Beta
500.
"The money that they raise is
outstanding,' Gordon said.
He added that Alpha Phi
Omega's social events are also
different from other greek organizations.
"Anything...that we have,
whether it's a party or a gettogether, it's usually a celebration of what we've done," he
said. "We don't have a house or
anywhere that you have to be."
Other upcoming activities include Mardi Gras and "turkey
grams," Gordon said.
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In 1985, a controversial novel portrayed the
wild, excessive lives of the kids
in Beverly Hills.
On Friday, November 6th, brace yourself
for the motion picture.

ANDREW MCCARTHY
JAMIGERIZ
ROBERT DOWNEY JR.

BG News/Mike McCune

Walking the line

A lone student walks home from his classes late Tuesday afternoon. Tuesday and yesterday were unusually warm, with record
highs broken on each day.
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sweats, pants, shirts
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EXHIBITS COMMITTEE!
YOUR SALES ARE GOING GREAT!
*
*
*
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*
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Julie Baker
Laurel Cashin
Lome Conner
Elaine Fisher
Shannon Ford
Janice Hardman
Rhonda Hazzard
Kristin Hedlund
Missy Blair

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Jennifer Mayer
Nancy Mclntyre
Angie McMeeken
Molly Null
Tammy Smith
Missy Spears
Jenny Stephens
Dave Van Danacker
Lori Weickert
Pat Zelei

Director - Matt "Bam Bam" Webb
Have A Great Committee Week!
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THURSDAY - COLLEGE LD. NIGHT
• UP SINC CONTEST
FRIDAY - MOT NIGHT
• MINI-SKIRT CONTEST
SATURDAY - SWIMSUIT CONTEST
• CASH AND PRIZES

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!
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Reagan stubborn on SDI
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan
vowed yesterday that a nuclear arms treaty
with the Soviet Union will not undercut the
U.S. commitment to the security of Europe,
saying the stationing of 300,000 American
troops abroad and "our steadfast nuclear
guarantee underscore this pledge."
Reagan also said it was totally unacceptable" for the Soviet Union to try to link reductions in globe-girdling strategic nuclear
weapons to restrictions on his "Star Wars"
missile defense plan, also known as the Strategic Defense Initiative, SDI.
"'We won't bargain away SDI," Reagan
said in a speech a month before Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev arrives in Washington for a superpower summit. The two
leaders are expected to sign a treaty banning intermediate-range nuclear forces
(INF) in Europe and to discuss other arms
differences.
Last Friday, Reagan said Gorbachev was

not making SDI concessions a condition for
cutbacks in strategic arms. However, in his
speech yesterday, Reagan complained
about "the Soviet tactic of holding these
offensive reductions hostage to measures
that would cripple" SDI.
Reagan's remarks, taped at the White
House Tuesday, were broadcast to Europe
Sesterday by satellite channels of the United
tates Information Agency's "Worldnet"
and the Voice of America.
In part, the speech attempted to calm
fears that the removal of U.S. medium and
shorter-range missiles in Europe would
weaken the Western alliance and leave
Europe vulnerable to the Warsaw Pact's
conventional forces, which greatly outnumber those in the West.
The address also challenged the authenticity of Gorbachev's campaign of openness,
or "elasnost." and underscored to the Soviet

Communist Party general secretary that
Reagan is adamant about moving ahead
with his Star Wars program.
Saving the West is watching for action, not
words, Reagan called on the Soviets to make
more progress in human rights and emigration and to loosen "the Soviet hold over
Eastern Europe."
Urging the Kremlin to withdraw its forces
from Afghanistan, Reagan said, "The Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan is most certainly
a dreadful quagmire." He called it "a no-win
situation" for Moscow.
The INF treaty will require the United
States and Soviet Union to eliminate medium- and shorter-range nuclear missiles in
Europe. Reagan noted the Soviet Union will
have to remove four times as many nuclear
warheads as the United States.

Largest drug ring busted
Organization responsible for 80 percent of cocaine imports
MIAMI (AP) - Federal
agents have smashed the
nation's largest, m^st sophisticated drug transpon ring, which
used spotter planes, Infrared
beacons and decoy plane passengers called "cover girls to
avoid detection, authorities said
yesterday.
The Miami-based ring was
contracted by the Medellin Cartel, the Colombia-based drug
smuggling organization responsible for 80 percent of U.S. cocaine imports, to haul cocaine
from Colombia to the United
States, investigators said.
"This was the largest transBillation network used by the
edellin Cartel between 1982
and 1986," said Bill Perry, acting special agent in charge of
the Miami FBI office. "Essentially this takes the whole organization right out of business.
During that period, the ring
hauled 20,000 pounds of cocaine
in 19 shipments, in addition to
four relatively small marijuana
shipments, officials said.
Loads of cocaine flown out of
Colombia were dropped in Ba-

hamian waters for later pickup
by boats, which then would
smuggle the drugs to the Florida
coast, according to the federal
indictment.
The smugglers were so sophisticated they forced anti-drug investigators to permanently
change their tactics, said
Patrick O'Brien, head of the
U.S. Customs Service here.
According to investigators,
while the ring contracted with
the Medellin Cartel to become
its major U.S. transportation
link, it did not involve itself in
buying or selling drugs.
The ring contracted to build
820,000 radio-infrared beacons
—which gave rise to the case
name "Operation Beacon" — to
be attached to cocaine loads
dumped at sea. The loads would
float just below the surface to
avoid detection by others, but
could be located easily by spotters with radio receivers or infrared goggles, O'Brien said.
The smugglers also bought an
oceanside Miami condominium
and stationed an observer with
binoculars there to keep track of

Customs and Coast Guard
vessels, O'Brien said. They also
had a well-equipped radio room
in Miami to communicate with
their planes and boats and Colombian and Bahamian contacts.
The ring's spotter planes followed their own aircraft and
drug boats, warning of approaching vessels and watching
over shipments dumped in the
ocean.
"Tliey owned aircraft, they
owned vessels, they had elaborate covers of flying women
aboard their aircraft to make it
look like they were charter
flights or on vacation," he said.
The women were referred to by
the ring as "cover girls," he
said.
Agents confiscated 12 aircraft.
21 motor vehicles, 28 boats and
17 pieces of property used by the
ring, with a total value of $5 million.
While the ring's electronic sophistication was one of its assets, it also turned out to be its
fatal flaw, O'Brien said.
O'Brien said a man the ring

ATTENTI

contacted to build the beacons
had also worked with Customs
and gave authorities information on the ring's activities.
Another source in the case
was informant Max Mermelstein, the former U.S. connection for the cartel, who has
worked with investigators for
several years.
The indictment named 30 people, including the alleged
leaders, Michael Munday and
James Coley. Munday is one of
two indicted who are fugitives,
and Coley is among seven people
already in custody on other
charges.
Thirteen others, including
Palm Beach Grand Prix promoter Lloyd Frink, were arrested yesterday when 115
agents fanned out across South
Florida, and the remaining eight
people indicted were being
sought.
Munday and Coley dealt with
Medellin Cartel leaders Jorge,
Fabio and Juan David Ochoa
Vasquez, along with Rafael
Cardona Salazar and Pablo Escobar Gavira, officials said.

News Briefs
Activist calls for truth
MOSCOW (AP) - Once
branded a criminal by the
state-run press, Soviet human
rights activist Andrei Sakharov has appeared in print
in his native country with an
impassioned call for truth.
A copy of the Moscow
News, obtained yesterday by
The Associated Press, quoted
Sakharov as saying: "Speaking the truth is an absolute
necessity."
The interview is the widest
exposure ever given the 1975

Nobel Peace laureate's views
by a Soviet publication, and is
clearly linked to the Kremlin's campaign for greater
candor on some social issues.
"It's a proof of the openness
that's taking place, Sakharov, 66, said in a telephone
interview. "In our country
now, many things are being
published that would never
have been printed before."
Sakharov also criticized
Josef Stalin.

Perry plant inspected
NORTH PERRY (AP) - A
team of six Nuclear Regulatory Commission inspectors
visited the Perry Nuclear
Power Plant yesterday to begin investigating valve malfunctions.
Plant operators shut the
plant down Tuesday after two
main steam-isolation valves
failed to close properly. The
valves are designed to keep
radioactive steam from leaving the nuclear reactor in

case of an emergency. The
malfunction occurred the
same day operators were
supposed to complete preoperational testing.
Jan Strasma, NRC
spokesman, said NRC Regional Administrator A. Burt
avis decided Tuesday to
dispatch the special team to
help Perry's two resident inspectors determine the cause
of the malfunction at the
plant.

Ginsburg lobby starts
WASHINGTON (AP) Stung by allegations that
their help for Robert Bork
was too little and too late,
conservative groups already
have listed 20 senators as
Brime lobbying targets in
»eir campaign to win confirmation of Supreme Court
nominee Douglas Ginsburg.
Seven of the 20 senators

voted for Bork "may be soft"
on Ginsburg, conservative
group officials said in interviews Tuesday and in material sent to their members.
Thirteen other senators, including eight Southerners,
voted against Bork but
"should be priority targets"
this time, the groups said.

79-year-old sells LSD
CLEVELAND (AP) — A
79-year-old woman was jailed
yesterday serving a 90-day
sentence for selling ISD from
her suburban home, which
the judge ordered her to serve
as a condition of her reduced

prison term.
Dorothy Curtis, who will be
80 on Dec. 7, was also ordered
to pay a mandatory $2,500
fine, court costs and restitution to police for the drug
buy.
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Racism
D Continued from page 1.

Churchill's
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7-Up. Diet 7-Up
Ballreich
Cherry 7-Up
POIIID CHIPS
lllllllllll Potato Chips Diet Vernors & Vernors
lib. bag $1.79
6 pk. cans $1.59
ft

i—5R~^

Nabisco Oreos ^Vl^fi> (fe^ Chiquita
& Double Stuffed Oreos *4^£<jf Fruit & Cream Bars
V/A lb. pkg. $1.99
®MlK8ct. $1.59

Coke
Diet Coke
2 liters 89*

n
SwhsCalfeRolh

Hormel Spam
Reg or No Salt
12 oz. $1.67

Campbell's
W Tomato Soup
^•ouj»s 10.5 oz. 3/89*

Keebler
Zesta Saltines
1 lb. pkg. 89*

Little Debbie
Swiss Cake Rolls or
Oatmeal Cream Pies I
79*

Anne Marie Lancaster, computer science chair, said, "Even
if you have a cultural awareness
program, it doesn't necessarily
mean that people will learn anything about cultural problems/'
In accordance to the student
code, Castro said racism will not
be tolerated by President Olscamp or by minority student organizations.
There are support systems available for students who have
faced racial incidents, he said,
but they must be made aware of
those systems and seek support.
Castro added he believes the
most effective way to increase
retention and enrollment of
minority students is to increase
the number of minority faculty.
"By minority faculty I mean
professors, not administrators,
not in the Office of Minority Affairs and not foreign professors
who fit the 'minority image,' "
he said. "We as minority students need the interaction with
native-bom minority professors
that can identify with our problems."
An audience member questioned Olscamp about efforts being made to bring more minority
students to campus.
Olscamp said, "If you (minority students) can get admitted
academically, we can get you
through from the money side."
There is $1.36 million available at the University for all
scholarships and $360,000 goes
specifically toward minority
scholarships, he said. There is
also additional state and federal
aid available.
Forum participants had
different views on the minority
issues.
Angel Ramos, graduate student, said, "People often make
things black versus white issues
when in reality they are nothing
more than communication problems." Butler said, "This forum
is not going to solve anything,
we, each on an individual basis,
must address the issue of racism."

join
the great

3 Diamonds Tuna
Oil or Water
%J 6.5 oz. 69*

Mueller's
e,boW8

ll-'^&dl

Mueller's
Spagetti or Macaroni
2 lb. pkg. 99<

Downy
Fabric Softener
64 oz. $2.29

Mirco Shakes
3-11.5 oz. pkg.
$2.39

Campbell's
Chicken Noodle Soup
4.75 oz. box. 59*

aggtoo*

Coronet
Bath Tissue
2 ply 4 roll pkg. 79*

Yes Heavy Duty
Detergent
64 oz. $1.99

amencan
smokeout
'

143 W. Woost.r
353-3281

Downy

NEW PERM
PRECISION CUT
FRESH COLOR
SUN BEDS

Produce Fresh Daily
Apple Cider - no preservatives Vbgal $1.49
Red Delicious Apples 3 lb. bag 99«
California Celery 69*stalk

We have it all
for you!
^

Churchill's
ir

SPARTAN STORES COUPON

HAIR '
UNLIMITED

Mon.Fri.9-6:Sot.94
Evenings by Appt.

.

-rK« Heart
The whole world knows
the music. Nobody

SPARTAN STORES COUPON

"1

m

f«M Eric Clapton • Robert Gav
Eita James-Mian Leiinon

One 12l/i oz. wt. pkg.

One 4 oz. wt. can - Pieces & Stems

Appian Way
Pizza Mix

Spartan
Mushrooms

Limit one coupon per family please.
Coupon effective thru Sunday, Nov. 8, 1987
Redeemable at

Limit one coupon per family please.
Coupon effective thru Sunday, Nov. 8 1987.
Redeemable at

B Churchill's

BChurchills

BGN

BGN

1141 S. Main St. Next to K-Mart

HAIL! HAM
ROCK N' ROLL
Nightly at ■
7:15pm & 9:00pm
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Booters down
Redskins 4-1
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports reporter

The Bowling Green soccer
team ended its regular season
play yesterday with a 4-1 win
over Miami at Mickey Cochrane
Field.
Whether the season is actually
over, however, is yet to be decided.

Bowling Green fullback Ron Haines (left) tries to elude pressure by
Miami's Evans Opot. Haines scored a goal on a penalty kick. BG went on

Palmisano gets
100th career win
by Al Franco
sports reporter

Milestones aren't easily grasped at the moment they occur,
But rather something one can reflect back on.
That's exactly what Bowling
Green soccer coach Gary Palmisano related after he reached
the 100-win plateau by defeating
Miami here yesterday.
"It's something that's hard to
appreciate right now," Palmisano said. "It will mean a lot
more when I sit back with hopefully my grandchildren and look

back on it."
The win gave Palmisano a career record of 100-68-15 in only
his ninth year as head coach.
Palmisano is only the second
coach in BG's 21-year varsity
history. BG's other head coach
was Mickey Cochrane, who now
lends his name to the Falcons'
home field.
Palmisano was a standout
goalkeeper under Cochrane and
became his assistant coach in
1975. He took over the head
coaching duties when Cochrane
retired to assume full-time
teaching duties in 1978. Coch□ See 100th, page 10.

PRESIDENT BREAKFAST
Guests
CONGRATULATIONS:
Jeffrey Depuy
Christopher Helmick
Amy Link
Ruth Nekoranec
Michelle Peters
Lisa Zollins
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EVERY NIGHT
IS 19 AND OVER!

THURSDAY - WMHE LADIES' NIGHT
• FEATURING - WESLEY & CO.

FRIDAY - CONNECTIONS PARTY
• LOADS OF LAUGHS!

SATURDAY - BALLOON DROP
• FAST CASH GIVEAWAY

THE FUNDRINKERY
382-1876
GLENBYRNE CENTER
(CORNER OF BYRNE & CLENDALE)
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BG News/Mark Thalman
to win the contest 41 as Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano notched his
100th win.

The booters still have slim
hopes of an NCAApost-season
tournament bid. The Falcons
are one of six teams with hopes
of being chosen by the NCAA
committee to participate in the
NCAA tournament. BG will
know their destiny after this
weekend.
If today was actually the final
game of the 1987 season, the
Falcons have most definetely
finished on a positive note. The
1-0 win over Western Michigan
Sunday clinched the MidAmerican Champiponship Cup.
Secondly, the win against Miami
yesterday was Falcon head
coach Gary Palmisano's 100th

career win, all of them as BG's
mentor.
As the score indicates, the
Falcons dominated the play
against Miami, but Palmisano
said he was not happy with all
aspects of BG's game.
Our intensity wasn't at its
best today," Palmisano said. "I
thought we broke down technically a few times and when
technical breakdowns occur,
that can be blamed on the intensity and mental attitude."
The Falcons held a 2-0 lead at
the half thanks to goals by Kevin
McGrath and David Scharf.
McGrath got the Falcons going at the 7:10 mark of the half.
The junior midfielder took a
crossing pass from back Jon
Felton and beat MU goalie Lee
Gillette from ten yards out for
his fourth goal of the season.
Scharf's goal came at the
42:04 mark of the half. Junior
back Brian Cook's pass found
Scharf, who proceeded to beat
Gillete to his right side from fifteen yards out.
c See Soccer, page 11.

TO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

The Discount Place lor Auto Parts ■
WINDSHIELD
WASHER
SOLVENT
PROTECTS TO -25*
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Browns' injuries force lineup shuffling
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — The
waves of injuries that have hit
the Cleveland Browns should not
be attributed to players' reduced activity during the NFL
strike, Coach Marty Schottenheimer said yesterday.
"When you look at the nature
of the injuries, they're the type
of thing where frankly, they re
accidents," Schottenhefmer
said as the Browns began prac-

ticing for Sunday's game
against the Atlanta Falcons. The
Browns this week lost offensive
tackle Rickey Bolden to a dislocated ankle and backup tight
end Travis Tucker to damaged
knee ligaments. Bolden is out for
the season; Tucker will miss
four weeks.

including linebacker Mike Junkin (chipped bone in wrist),
center Mike Baab (sprained ankle) and free safety Al Gross
(knee injury).
"A guy fell on Rickey's leg.
Travis was hit from the blind
side while blocking a guy on the
kickoff return. Mike (Junkin)
fell on his hand. I don't think

they're strike-related at all,"
Schottenheimer said. "I think
that's really coincidental."
The injuries nonetheless forced the Browns to do some shuffling, as they put Bolden and
Tucker on injured reserve and
announced plans to activate
offensive lineman Darryl Haley
and tight end Derek Tennell,

Several other players have injuries that may or may not prevent them from playing Sunday,

100th
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MID CITY AUTOMOTIVE
WINTERIZATION

$23
most cars

223 N. Main Si. (Nexl lo Howards)
Phone 353-0256
Open Mon-Fri 8:30-5; Sal 8-12
"Honesty Is Our Trademark"
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The '88 K€V
Bringing you Parent's Day
and the entire year in style

IK, News MarkThalman

Gary Palmisano

Tim-vm?.
Mum Corsages
Carnation Corsages
Carnation Boutonnieres

Cold 24 Long Neck Returnables, King Kegs, Suitcases

$2.00
$2.00
$1.50

We're the guys in
the tuxedos!

Fancy Carnations
$5.00 a doz.
Mixed Bouquets
$4.00 a pkg.
Centerpieces, Planters, Plants, Balloons

Look for us at the Union Oval TODAY II a.m. 4p.m.
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352-2002
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210 N. MAIN

419-352-9951.

Under his helm, six Falcons
have been drafted by professional teams, including Ail-

THIS WEEKS SPECIALS

Cash & Carry Specials

434 E. Wooster

It safe to say there will be
more quality men in a BG
uniform because Palmisano
has a knack of getting the
most out his players. Senior
captain Larry Valbuena said
Palmisano was able to get the
most out of his ability.
"He helped because he always fpushed me," Valbuena
said. 'He knew I had potential and he always made me
reach for more."
At 35, you can bet Palmisano is going to reach for
more. So, when he sits back in
the rocking-chair with his
grandchildren he will recall
that the 100th win milestone
was just a stepping-stone to
bigger and better things.

&?*&

Parent's Day

Order your 1988 yearbook
by colling 372-8086

David Grayson, another former replacement player, may
be activated if Junkin cannot
play, Schottenheimer said.
In other moves that brought
the Browns' roster to this week's
50-player limit, Cleveland resigned veteran tight end Vyto
Kab and waived four players off
their inactive list.
Americans Dennis Mepham
and Neil Ridgway. In the last
few years, his squads have
showcased such talent as
Mark Jackson, Gary Mexicotte, and Larry Valbuena. In
all, three All-Americans, 17
All-Great Lakes selections,
and 23 All-Ohioans have performed under Palmisano.
"Right now, when I look
back, I'm just pleased to be
associated with the quality
men we've had at this program," Palmisano said.

D Continued from page 9.
rane was on hand for Palmisano's milestone and expressed his satisfacation with the
accomplishment.
"It (the 100th win) has
more significance because he
was able to get it in the last
game on his home field,"
Cochrane said. "It's better
than having that 99 carry
over until next season. To get
the 100th in that short of time
(nine years) is really an accomplishment."
Not only has Palmisano escalated the BG program into
the national spotlight, but he
is also widely respected by
his peers. He was appointed
to the Division Coaches
Committee as chairman of
the Great Lakes regionm and
is also chairman ofthe Intercollegiate Soccer Association
of America Ranking Committee. In addition, he serves on
the NCAA Tournament Advisory Committee and is a
former vice-president of the
Ohio Collegiate Soccer Association.

&$

Includes: Flush, Anti-freeze
and Complete Inspection

both holdovers from their strike
replacement team.
Rookie second-round draft
pick Gregg Rakoczy is practicing at center this week in case
Baab is unable to play. Baab
played after spraining the ankle
in San Diego last Sunday but is
listed as questionable for the Atlanta game.

Post-off on 12 pk cans - Bud, Lite, Coors, Strohs 15 pk
Post-off 12 pk NR - Bud, Bud Light

California Cabernet or
Blush Savignon Wine
Pepsi

2 liter M.09

Ruffles Potato Chips

61/2 oz. 99*

750 ml 99*

4 pk *3.99

Matilda Bay Caters

Racketeers

434 E. Wooster
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"PIP V0U *JOOVJ.. ..
Average number of mites
in an ounce of dust: 42,000

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low prlcel Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988

■,«■*..<.

|VJ«il -

rs,
One Price!

I OH.

■ J5

Li-thjU-

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM 'TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
THE AREA'S FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG.
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

A*&*h&l

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we wltl return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Syivania

382-2020

472-1113

Bowling Green

Stadium Plaza

352 2533
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BG confined to 'spoiler' role in MAC

Hurons
stealing

Preseason predictions worthless as EMU leads pack of Cal Bowl hopefuls
ReMarcs
Marc De'.ph
Sports columnist

will represent the MAC in the
Dec. 12 California Bowl. Unlike
a week ago, BG no longer holds
its own destiny in the palm of its
hands. But, quite possibly, the
Falcons could hold the fate of
another contender.
No team at this point in the
season wants to be considered a
spoiler; that means championship aspirations have gone by
the wayside. Unfortunately for
the Falcons, with Saturday's
setback and, maybe more importantly, a Sept. 28 defeat by
now 2-4 Western Michigan,
that's the position they are in
now.
From contender to spoiler in a
matter of one week.
Looking ahead at BG and the
MAC race, the Falcons entertain
Kent State this weekend. At 4-2
and one game behind leader
Eastern Michigan, a loss to BG
this week would derail the Golden Flashes. That's one for the
spoils of BG.
The following week, the Falcons travel to EMU. If the Hurons can get by UT in a national-

by Marc Delph
sports coutumnist

In the beginning, back in August when the Mid-American
Conference season was being
played out on paper, last week's
Bowling Green-Miami game did
not loom as a real factor. But as
is always the case, the so-called
experts missed their mark
again.
This is the same group that
Elcked the floundering Toledo
ockets to win it all.
Instead, the winner of Saturday's game remained very
much alive in the MAC title picture ; the other, contrary to BG
coach Moe Ankney's statement,
faded into Never-Never Land.
When Rich Dackin's pass was
Eicked off and returned for a
mchdown by linebacker Pete
Mather, it was, for all intent and
purposes, over for the Falcons
(although BG is not mathematically eliminated).
The Falcons, however, still
have a very active voice in who

Soccer
C Continued from page 9.
BG put MU in a deeper hole at the 7:51 mark
of the second half. Cook was again involved in
the action. Cook was tripped up by MU's Saul
Pohn as he headed for a one on one confrontation with MU goalie Gillette.
The foul occured inside MU's goal area which
gave the Falcons a penalty
kick. BG elected junior i-ack
Ron Haines to take the kick.
Haines answered the call by
beating Gillete with a waist
level line drive into the right
corner.
MU tallied their lone goal at
the 27:50 mark of the second
half. Forward Evans Opot
took advantage of a BG defensive breakdown and pu- Vaibuena

ly-televised game on ESPN tonight, don't count on BG crashing a MAC championship party
the following Saturday in Vpsllanti, Mich. Two more wins for
the Hurons would clinch the title; a loss to BG could spell
doom.
The Falcons close at home in a
somewhat meaningless game
against Central Michigan. The
title will be decided by then because the three contenders
—Eastern, Kent and Miami —
will all have completed their

(Fla.), it may be able to give the
Flashes a game Nov. 14. But
don't count on it. Give the edge
to Kent.
If this scenerio comes true —
with EMU losing in alwaystough Toledo, and Kent winning
its two remaining MAC games
—the conference would end in a
two-way tie, with both Eastern
and Kent locked at 6-2. The Hurons would be California bound
thanks to a Sept. 26 win at Kent.
But don't feel sorry for KSU;
sympathy should go to the Hur-

Unlike a week ago, BG no longer holds its
own destiny in the palm of its hands. But,
quite possibly, the Falcons could hold the
fate of another contender.

conference schedules. Unless, of
course, the Falcons can upset
both Kent and EMU.
If KSU gets past BG this week,
it will host Miami in what could
be the MAC championship
game.
The Redskins venture out of
the MAC this week into Miami of
Florida territory. If Miami
(Oh.) can assemble enough
players from the heap of broken
bodies in the massacre at Miami

ons. This writer recently witnessed a PCAA contest on the tube,
pitting San Jose State, the
favorite to win the title, against
Nevada-Las Vegas. The talent
on both sides was like something
never before seen in any MAC
r»e: The quickness and size of
PCAA will make the outcome similar to BG's game at
Penn State — the mismatch of

kudos

the bowl season.
BG fans are no strangers to
this kind of domination, just two
years ago the Falcons took an
11-0 team to Fresno for Cal Bowl
V, only to get whitewashed, 51-7,
by the Bulldogs of Fresno.
If that kind of machoism is
your cup of tea, BG fans, there
remains a glimmer of hope in
the Falcons returning to California, where they are 0-2 in
bowl appearances.

YPSILANTI,Mich.(AP)
— For years, Eastern Michigan was the football
doormat of the MidAmerican Conference, but
they may be winning a
battle for respectability.
This week. Eastern Michigan received more Top
20 votes than another
school in Wasbtenaw
County — the University of
Michigan.
"Don't let anybody kid
C— we're not better
Michigan," Eastern's
football Coach Jim Harkema said Tuesday. "I
think it's dumb to even
suggest we can play with
Michigan, but five years
from now ... who's to say
we can't play with anybody
but the teams in the Top
10." In this week's Associated Press college football
poll, the Hurons gathered
six votes, two more than
the Wolverines. Based on
that point total, Eastern
Michigan would rank 28th
and Michigan 29th in the
nation.

As strange as it first sounds,
Ankney and Co. will be tuned
into tonight's game rooting for
Eastern. Despite the fact BG
already defeated the Rockets, if
Miami and the Falcons win the
remainder of their games, they
will tie for first. But since the
Redskins dumped BG last week,
they will go to California.
The Falcons want a three-way
tie for first with EMU and either
Miami or Kent, preferably KSU.
Then, BG would win the tiebreaker and begin packing for
California.
BG, however, would have to
win the remainder of its games.
A tall order considering the
competition which lies ahead.
Stranger things have happened,
though.
And who am I, besides one of
the members of the media who
picked Toledo to win it all?

shed the ball past Nathan Levens from 12 yards
out.
Senior midfielder and co-captain Larry Vaibuena, who might have played his last game in
a Falcon uniform, said the goal ruined one of
BG's goals.
" I was really happy we went out on a victory
today," Vaibuena said. "But we really wanted
to get that shutout."
BG all put away the game with 11 minutes left
when sophomore midfielder T.J. Casey took a
shot from the left side that rolled past MU goalie Mike Rappel, who had replaced Gillete. The
assist on the goal went to McGrath.
"It was nice to have the the four goals today,"
Palmisano said. For now, all the Falcons can do
is sit back and wait to see if they are to put on
their uniforms at least one more time in 1987.

Don't gamble with your resume
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Play a sure hand with
University Graphic Arts Services

THE UNDERGRADUATE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
HAS EXTERNPOSITIONS FOR JANUARY 4-8 MARCH 21-25

Experience
Price

LOCATION:
NORWALK. OH
ARLINGTON HTS. IL
TOLEDO. OH: MONTPELIER. OH:
BELLFONTAINE OH: HURON. OH
FINDLAY OH. INDIANAPOLIS. OH:
TROY, OH
TOLEDO. Oil
MANSFIELD. OH
COLUMBUS, OH
NAPOLEON. OH. PAYNE. OH
LAKE BUENA VISTA. FL
BURLINGTON. VT
TAOS. NM
WASHINGTON. DC

MUSIC EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
SOCIAL WORK
HEALTH CARE
INSURANCE
THEATRE MNGT
BUSINESS EDUCATION
CERAMICS. POTTERY
MEDICINE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Quality
Convenience

Graphic Arts Services has what it takes to make you and your resume
a winner. We've done thousands in the past few years. Let us do
yours.

211 West Hall
Have you been lo the
ne» Woodland Mall

AVAILABLE IN:
COUNSELING
CONSTRUCTION
EDUCATION

Vf i. I rode ihe FREE

1 could hardly believe
my c>n ... there wni

*2***m
weekend.

'^T^JT
fewclry atore ...

372-7418
I really enjoyed the
fresh cookie* from
iriianiMiic
/"-—I*
the nc.ly opened
Yon
Von auto KN
not mil*
mm the
<h<
/
/ COOKIE UN.
l«v.(.(
/

I jut love shopping
ai Woodland Mall.
iney
they have everything
«verv,h.«.!
\

PR. JOURNALISM
RADIO BROADCASTING
SPEECH & LANGUAGE
SALES
GOVERNMENT. POLITICS

l( ILI-.IM ). Oil: HOC III.SII H N Y
WASHINGTON D.C.

FREMONT. OH
LONG ISLAND, NY
BROADVIEW HTS.. OH
POINT OF" ROCKS. MD: LOUISVILLE. CO
COLUMBUS, OH

Applications available at Mileti Alumni Center, BGSU
Questions call 372-2701

DEADLINE NOV. 12, 1987

convenient I hey c
have a five
Hv, icreen
screen
™L;

Your Mall is Growing!
WATCH FOR SEVEN NEW STORES
OPENING IN NOVEMBER!
woodland mall
*

WE' RE THE TALK OF THE TOWN
Open Dally 10-9
Sunday 12-5

1234 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-354-4447
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
' ATTENTION SPANISH CLUB MEMBERS: ■"
"DON'T FOflOET THE WSAPAHTYI"
••TOMIOMT-9PM"
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
'KTHEREI*
• 'HUMAN SERVICE CLUB''
guest spMker
Sandy George
Careers In Health and Human Servces Thurs
7 30 - living Cente<
ALL MAJORS WELCOME

12 November 5,1987

"MAKING STEPS TOWARD THE FUTURE"
Phi-U members TONfTE is our lirst meeting addressing our prolessional protect It wi be held
at 7 00 PM m Room 207 of the Home Ec BkJg
Patty Parker from St Vincents Women Care
*• apeak on Premenstrual Syndrome and other
related topics Members and anyone mtereated
are encouraged to attend

•ATTENTION*
PARENTS WEEKEND
Do you wnal your parents to know what you
REALLY do on weekends?' NO WAY" Stop by
the DRY DOCK tins SATURDAY ISO's Night)
with your lamrfy and show them where you go
on campus tor GOOD. CLEAN FUN S PM lo 1
AM. no cover

STRUGGLE FOR PEACE & HUMAN RIGHTS
IN GUATEMALA" a tide presentation by Mark
Wetnslem Friday. Nov. 6 • noon UCF Center
(Thursbn and Rtdge) Lunch St 25

•ATTENTION BANANAHEADI heard It's your birthday'
•NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NAIt's my Birthday toot
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NAHappy 21st' (A day late-eorry')
Maybe some "Yuuuukon" to celebrate???
Love.
FOURTH YEAR FARLEY

LOST & FOUND
FOUND A certain textbook was let! at BG
News Office Approx 2 weeks ago Cat Barb
372 2601 to identify

' 'Itafcan Conversation Hour' *
Meet at Pofyeyes tonighl at 9 00
Al who are Interested are welcome"

Reward: for anyone returning an opal ring with
two diamonds that waa left m the restroom of
the Education BuMIng Great sentimental value
25521

••TONKJHTONLY"
UAO PRESENTS
"THE HUSTLER"
8 00 PM
GISH FILM THEATER
"FREE"

A profile of on* of Bowling Oaan'a moat
lasclnallng personalities Julia Tooin has
"20 Questions With Dr. Bob" In Miscellany
magailna. Nov. Oth

RIDES

Adult Student Support Group
Thurs Nov. 5 5 15-6.15
Room 218 Education Bldg
Attention ail campus clubs, groups and
organizations This * your last chance to have
you picture m the 1968 KEY1 Deader* for al
pictures Is Nov 20 Contact Cyndt at the KEY
372-8086 or stop by 26 Weal Hal for information sheets
BGSU
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Today 4 00 PM, 400 Moseley
Ptoase Jom Us1

RI0£ DESPERATELY NEEDED!
THURSDAY PREFERABLY OR EARLY FRIDAY
TO DAYTON (CENTERVILLE) OR SURROUN
DING AREA WILL PAY GAS $i PLEASE CALL
TAMMY AT 372-1786

SERVICES OFFERED
ABORTION
Morning attar treatment
Personal A Pnvate
Center tor Choice II
Toledo 419-255 7769

COFFEE BREAK
Thurs Nov 5 2-3 PM
Oft Campus Student Center
Guest Dr Rush Maer-Oean. Library

AIRPLANE BANNER TOWING
Put Your Ada or Personals m the Sky
Cal (4191 8820321

COLLEGE LIFE is an exciting evening fo Christian fellowship, singing, and skits' Join us
tonight al 7 30 in the Alumni Room, Union, and
learn what it means to be "In Perfect Position "
Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
EnkJy Ann Arbor ART FESTIVAL with w.S A.
Sat Nov 7. 1987 3-6 PM
There are only 13 seats available, so hurry upsign up at 411 South Hall. $6 per person
Interested In Computer Science?
Come to International Lounge. 411 South Hall
on Thurs Nov 5 al 2 45 PM and listen to Dr.
Walter Manor Computer Science Professor al
B G S U -Sponsored by W S A
Mock Trial
Sun 8th 2-5-00
Rm 114 BA
NEVER AGAIN the campus-w>de organization
met promotes RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS
ABOUT DRINKING AND DRIVING needs your
rieip. Come to our meeting tonight m Room 110
BA at 8 PM and see how you can make Bowling
Green a safer place to bve
NMPC supports the Red Cross Blood Mobile!
Sorority pledges come out and help
Where Grand Ballroom
When November 9-1 3 from 10 AM lo 5 PM ■
any questions contact 372-3433
Come and show some Greek Community Sprit'
Reminder
Miss BGSU Scholarship Pageant
Contestant Seminar
121 West Hal 8 00 PM Tonight
The Psychology Dept TARPS Committee
presents Dr Dianna Stone
"Individuals' Reactions to Organizational Drug
Testing Policies'- Thursday. November 5
3 30-5 00 112 Life Science
The "Leaden on Leadership" and "Campaign AS" Symposia deadlines have been extended to December 11 Contact the Center for
Academic Options. 231 Adrran or 2-8202 tor
info
IAGA WILL HAVE A MEETING AT ST THOMAS MORE TONIGHT IN THE UPSTAIRS
CONFERENCE ROOM AT 8 30 ALL SUPPORTIVE PERSON WELCOME
World Student Association and
the Spanish Club welcome you to the
HISPANIC FIESTA
international Lounge, 411 South Hal
Thurs . Nov 5. 1987 at 9 00 PM
Hispanic food music and much more1

•Attention Ashley 1st and 2nd lowsir
I kisl wanted to say thanks lor being terrific
residents
I love yall!
-Sue

PACKAGING
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express 'UPS
A Z Data Canter - 352-S042
Pregnant? We re here to help you thru Cal First
Hope 354-HOPE tor tree pregnancy teats, supportive services
TYPING? RESUMES?
Document Storage on Diskette
A-Z Data Center 352 5042
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St.
Toledo. OMering
gynecological services a pregnancy termination
by licensed physician including
prenatal
obstetrics pregnancy testing Pap test |lor cervical cancer). VD screening, birtti control info
Tube! Ligation. termination ol pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students )
By appointment 1-241-2471

PERSONALS
• • Jill Huffman • •
Happy 21st Birthday. Crfttarl
Lin N upl
Love.
Kim * Mary Elian
• • HUMAN SERVICE CLUB" •
guest speaker
Sandy George
"Carecra in Health and Human Services" Thurs
7 30 Living Center
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
••MARRIOTT CORPORATION-•
CAREER INFORMATION NK3HT'
EXPLORE CAREER OPTIONS AND-OR IN
TERNSHIP OPTIONS WITH THIS MULTIBILLION DOLLAR HOSPITALITY CORPORATION THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 5. MCFAli.
CENTER
GALLERY "PROFESSIONAL
PRESS.
"MICHELELANGEUIN*HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAYI
I'm so glad you're my roomie1 Tonight islgc-ng
lo be wad' Wei cruise down awsome avenue.
Taco HeB and the red wagon'1 Maybe even see
the LITTLE MANOh no1 You're the beslest
Iriend everl
Love.
Your Roomie

ALPHA XI DELTA
OVERALL WINNERS OF DEMY DAYSI
ALPHA XI DELTA
ATTENTION LADY VOTERS OF BO
Elect me your "PARTY" lavorlte' Mala Dancer,
more into call 354 3136 Fun and excitement
are on my bsl as top priority
■OWLMO OMEN
WRESTLING CLUB
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
4:30 THURSDAY, 5 SRC
MAIN LOUNGE

I am so happy that you era my -tfgt Thanks so
much for •varythmg You are the greatest1
Kappa Love and Mine.
U Karen
Make Campue Groups Accountable'
Veto For
JAMES VAHZANT lor ACOFA
MONICA MONASTRA,
GOOD LUCK AT ELECTIONS.
00 FOR IT!
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS
NEVER AGAIN, the campua-wtOe crganuatron
met promotoa RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS
ABOUT DRINKING AND DRMNG needs your
help Come to our meeting tomght m Room 1 10
BA al 8 PM and see how you can make Bowkng
Green a safer place to Hve
POtNSETTlA SALE
SPONSORED BY PI KAPPA ALPHA
KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS OPEN
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
JUST IN TTME FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Need 3 tickets lor Rich Little Parenta Day Cal
Uaa al 372-5485

SAE Pledgee
Kappa Pledges can't wait unW
Kappa Flails tonighl al 8:00
at the Kappa Houee. Don't miss HI!
Sexual Ravolutlon-Moral Evolution how and
why do we dttfer from our pnsdacaaaors of
ths ISM'S? Caroline Linger hea aome Idaaa
In Miscellany magazine, coming to a newsstand near you Nov. 9th.

The 1967 Campus Representatives
(or Budweiser are:
Jim McGutre 354-7472
John Oouao 372-8168
They are available to help make your event a
success Cal now for rlataaa.

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY
•••RANDY ROOF*"
Those past 11 months have bean the greatest
and I'm looking forward to many many moral
You're one ot a kind'
Forever, Karen
PS You do?!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JUOY FROM YOUR
CLEVELAND CONNECTIONS WISH WE
COULD BE WITH YOU!
HAVE YOU GOT WHAT IT TAKES...
to become a tour guide for our campus? It
you're outgoing, tun-loving, a energetic, the
answer is YES' Find out how you can be a part
ol Preview Day '87 by attending a meeting
TONIGHT from 6 30 8 30 in McFal Canter Ad
misaions Reception Area You've promised
yourself you would get involved for too
long Now get out there a DO IT"
Lime CekaYour dream and WHOSE nightmare? I guess
this Is one family tradition that's OK to break.
Congrats on your FIJI lavakertng to Doug. UTB,
Ker

•WANTED TWO FEMALE (NON-SMOKING)
ROOMMATES FOR SPRING SEMESTER
HAVEN HOUSE ACTS. $143.75 A MONTH
CALL 353-8409 TODAY

RESIDENT ADVISOR positions available lor
SPRING SEMESTER Applcatlon can be picked
up at 425 Student Services or any Residence
Hal desk beglnntng November g. Applications
are due by 5 00 PM November 24

COFFEE BREAK
Thurs Nov 5 2-3 PM
Off-Campus Student Center
Guest. Dr Rush Mater Dean. Library

Eh. Michelle Wilson.
Did you think I forgot about you? Wei I |uel have
a tew questions tor you Can you explain
The Miami U. Craw Team
Getting us lost in Indiana
The construction worker you mot Irom Edmonton and are you stll transferring to the University of Toronto?
One more mmg could you show us how to do
the Canadian Twist We would al love a
demonstration at Motown GOTCHA I Thanks
tor being a great friend
Uaa
P S The countdown has begun for the Nov 15
atterhours

WANTED

1 or 2 roommate(s) lor Spring Semester House
with two car garage, washerdryer-dishwasher
Cal 352-6505

Stock Reduction Sate
50-70-4 OFF on over 1000 items
Jeans N TttJngs 531 Ridge

DAWN ADAMS,
GOOD LUCK ON ELECTIONS!
WE ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY.
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS

WANTED: Male criminals
WHEN: Friday, November 13
WHAT: Alpha XI DeMa Jallbreek!
WHY: To Party
WHERE: In Jell

Put a concerned student on The Advteory
Commitlee on General Fee AJocatlona
ELECT JAMES VAHZANT

BOWLING GREEN
WESTLING
CLUB

Davy Jonas Locker
Closed Nov 10-12 Opening Nov 13
at 1002 S Main St

UAO WELCOMES ALL
BOSU PARENTS
COME SEE:
"Hannah a Her Sisters "I * 10PM
AM)
"Annie Had" - Midnight
210 Math Science
11.50 STUOENTS-I 50 PARENTS

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SUPPORT
MATT JENNINGS
IN THE IFC PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 9TH
PHI ALPHA
To my KITTYDuring your check-up over the weekend I forgot
to run a couple of teats, so I need you to come
back lo my office to finish the examination No
appointment necessary
Love,
your VETERINARIAN
P S I LOVE my NEW BUSINESS!
To My Notre Dame Roadtnppers
Hoe. Hoe. Hee. Hee Wlpeoul"
For 4 yra stravght we've taken rswaa and rust
lor the weekend we needed a VACATION We
wanted to PARTY and gel a little REST, so we
packed our thinga and headed out WEST. We
got our costumes and dressed up nice, rumped
In the PRELUDE and headed to Wipe Outttt
Gala, I rust wanted to say THANKS lor a Groat
weekend, you guys are groat" Lot's remember
al those great times The Carlos and Carlos
Motel: U ol W Hockey Team. Where's seat 20
row 10? It lust doesn't matter*: Check out the
eceneryl 5 lo 2: We Are Tranalerring': "I want
your Sex". ROCKIN TIL THE BREAK OF
DAWN: Cheerleader dancing: Dan. Mike. Brian.
Pat. MM and aj the others: Tasgaltng. My
Hawaii Buddy: Bndgette'a. Senior Bar. BK. Heat
Mirer. Mr Freeze and the Easter Bunny and the
MANY other great memories Love --S.
To the future Mrs Weemholt
"Seriously. I don't know arrythlng!!" The
roomies should hove made beta! Congratulations on your engagement lo Jeff
Love.
Dawna
To Waldo, who lives In the "Icebox"
The laet couple of weeks have been grreet
Too bad I was sick on Sat. But doc aaya I'll be
ready for IMa weekend. S whow knows. I
might |ust show you what Hermedlcilly seeled It.
Your bud: FEAVER

Nned one fnmnlp roommate for spnng
semester Close lo campus Price negotiable
Call 354 8702
Two parenta day tickets Can Joe at 354-7805
WANTED IMMEDIATELY
ONE TICKET TO THE RICH LITTLE SHOW ON
PARENTS DAY. NOV 7. 1987
WILL PAY TOP DOLLAR
CALL BRYON AT 372-1975
WANTED: BGSU PARENTS
FOR: UAO CAMPUS MOVIES
1 "Hannah S Her Staters" 4
2 "Annie Hal"
WHEN: Movie 1-8 S 10 PM
Movie 2- MIDNIGHT
FRIDAY S SATURDAY
COST:$1 50-STUDENTS
$.50 - PARENTS
WHERE 210 MATH SCIENCE

Student Organization tntereated in making
$1000 00 tor marketing protect on campue
Thai position w* be fled IMMEDIATELY Excslsnt opportunity lor any STUDENT GROUP
or ORGANIZATION! (800) 327-3294

FOR SALE
1(74 1-2 MOB Roadster New Top. Low miles
on power trien. aome rust S2600. We conalder M-C or computer on trade 372-7616 In
eyeing 352-1509
1974 Mustang II $400 Real Buy Good tires
breeka. battery, healer, defrost a morel Cal S
ask 354-5191 befwn 6-10 PM
1986 BIANCHI RACING BIKE
Campy-Modoio-Ofmoge equipped
$600 Cal Adam 353-1588
7 It couch, earth tone*, exceeent condition
Best offer Cal Ed 352-831 7
CCM Ice Skates. Size 7 Greet Condition S75
Terry 372-3681
Commodore 64 computer. Disc Drive. Printer
Great for papers' S400 353 0921 leave
meaaage
FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condition-new brakes, new struts, new wiring.
& new stereo. Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353 7020 Ask lor Rob
FOR SALE
77 Pontlac Aatre Sta Wagon Runs wel. but
body needs work Asking $500 or beet offer If
mtereated cal Jerry at 354-4922 (after 6 PM
FOR SALE 76 PINTO WAGON HtGH MILES
ALSO, LARGE. STEEL OFFICE DESK MAKE
OFFER CALL 353-2831 BTWN 3-10 PM
FURNITURE
TABLES. CHAIRS. DINETTE
SETS. BEOS ALL IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
AND REASONABLE DELIVERY AND SET-UP
POSSIBLE CALL 8930142
Large Desk, sold wood, 3X5 surface. Best ol
ter. 353-0921 leave message

HELP WANTED
• • MARRIOTT CORPORATION • ■
REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE ON CAMPUS
THURSOAY. NOVEMBER 5 TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
COME ANY TIME BETWEEN 7:00 AND 9 30
PM. MCFALL CENTER-GALLERY
REFRESHMENT SERVED
Babysitter needed 8 AM-12 30 PM In my
home References required Phone 353-0902
Bowkng Green Country Club hiring lor waitress
position Must be able to work lunches Experienced only Apply In person 923 Fatrview
Aye
DiBenedetto's Sub-Me-Ouick
Now hiring delivery personnel Al shifts Must
have own car Apply 2-5, Mon-Fn
EXOTIC DANCERS
WANTED FOR NEW CLUB IN TOLEDO
BIG MONEY EASY HOURS
CALL (1)472-8485
High-energy individuals needed tor all
positions" 18 years ol age and older-no experience necessary will trian-tafc to us about
car pootng Henry J'a Nightclub 1532 S
Byrne Road. Toledo Apery after 8:30 PM WedSunday
HIRING' Government joba • your area.
SI 5.000-S68.000 Cal (602) 838 8885 EXT
4244
MARKETING EXPERIENCE. REQUIRE INDIVIOUALS TO PARTICIPATE IN THE DIRECT
SALES OF DIVERSE PRODUCT LINES
TELEMARKETING AND OFFICE CALLS TO
POTENTIAL BUSINESS CUSTOMERS NO
HOUSE VISITS PAY IS COMMISSION ON
GROSS SALES SO YOUR WAGE REFLECTS
YOUR SALES ABILITY AND WORK EFFORT
FLEXIBLE HOURS BOTH AS TO TOTAL
HOURS AND SPECIFIC HOURS WORKED APPLICATION FORMS AVAILABLE AT COMPANY
OFFICE LOCATED AT ADVANCED SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS, INC., 428 CLOUGH STREET.
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO TELEPHONE
354-2844

-School of HPERSki Trip to

NOONTIME
LECTURE SERIES

• * • STEAMBOAT • • •

ACADEMIC
OPTION
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10th

MANDATORY
GROUP MEETING
Sun. Nov. 8, 8pm Eppler Center
Call 372-2876 for More Info.

Joni Reed from the Center for Academic options will
discuss alternatives to traditional classroom learning.
Included will be information about Independant Studies, the National Student Exchange, and Washington
Center Internships.

National Coeege > Unrvararty marketing corporation needs help Immediately Work your
own hours The position pays up fo S500 00
depending on efforta Marketing. Entrepreneur.
or Buameas minded student prefared (800)
327-3294

Colorado January 2-10, 1988
* Openings Still Available • 1 Hour PEG Credit *

Pool table for sale Good
negotiable Cal 372-6202

shape

FOR RENT
1 or 2 female roommates needed to sublease
large 2 bdrm. apt Becky 354-3445 or
352-2429
2 bdrm turn apt Close to campus lor 1968
Spnng Semester-aval mid Dec 1-267-3341
3 females looking tor 4th non-smoking roommale lor Spring Semester 6th and High For
more info Cal Laura (354-4135)
Apt lor rent. S195 furnished Free parking
Located downtown Close lo laundry mat 313
N Main Apt 5 Cal Glovanna 353-7223 or
352-4650
FREE SECURITY DEPOSIT
2 Bedroom apt close to campus Available lor
Spring Semester 353-9916
LARGE 1-BDRM APT FOR SUBLEASE 1ST
MONTH RENT FREE PHONE 353-5104
Limited Semester Laaaaa Available
Two locations to choose Irom Very reasonable
rates Cal RE Management 352-9302
LOOKING FOR NEW LIVING
ARRANGEMENTS?
You can have your own bedroom or share It with
a friend. II interested please cal Carole al
352-9635
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDEO FOR
SPRING SEMESTER UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
ACTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY-HEAT FREE
CALL 353-8806
WANTED 1 FEMALE TO SUBLEASE APART
MENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS (E REED)REDUC
ED RENT SI00 A MONTH MUST MOVE
STARTING IMMEDIATELY CALL 849-2908
AFTER 6:00 PM

Low Cost Treatment

VD-STD
Men and Women
Daytime and Evening
Appointments

354-3540
Planned Parenthood
Brod McDevItt

IT Mrs <n rue
7, cAMfui
eve' TH&Y'te

Ctort/6 TO AenAte nre
cMier of avxPus
PoiKe soon.

Noontime Lecture Programs are from Noon-1 P-m. in
the Main Lounge of the Off-Campus Student Center.
Sponsored By:
The Off-Campus Student Center
Commuter/Off-Campus Organization
Non-Traditional Student Association
UAO

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
[Second
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

iimiiinm

Hrs: Mon-Frl 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

ttft

Frolic & Spirits
\Mmntk

SAVE $'s WITH SPECIAL RATES DURING NOVEMBER
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd,
352-9135

EXXXZ
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THURSDAY - COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
NO COVER
IT'S A NEW WORLD AT V.I.P.'S

fin—tin

Uv
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TOLEDO'S OWN HIGH-TECH. NIGHT CLUB

m^c

2518 S. REYNOLDS

Price

Rich Lrltle Tickets. 3 good seats. $7 each or
$20 lor al Cal Keith 372-1494

867-9123

